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BUILDING RETROFITS

Image from Dutch Energy Label case study (Source:
Ministry VROM)





The Dutch BLOK VOOR BLOK
Insulation Subsidies Programme



Once upon a time...In the cold Northern country of the Netherlands, people
lived in homes built during the rebuild after WWII. These homes had horrible
draughts, were badly insulated and people could not put their couches against the
walls because they were so cold. Incidentally, this initiated a interior design
market...

Every day...thousands of Euros went up the chimney, and a few more were spent
on weather strips.

But, one day... The Dutch government felt it was time to retrofit all those badly
insulated homes in the Netherlands and get people to live more economically and
efficiently.

Because of that...they started a subsidy scheme called 'City Block by Block' and
gave money to homeowners who wanted to insulate and retrofit their homes.

But then...those homeowners that submitted a request for funding were asked to
provide an enormous amount of paperwork, technical information and, in
addition, they had to prefinance the retrofitting! And it was the installation market
that profited mostly at first because their sales got up.

Until, finally...most of the homeowners who did apply got their money, and had
warm and comfortable homes. Some even saved some money on their energy
bills, although they had no way to monitor or meter if they consumed less energy.
The modeled calculations, however, said they did.

And, ever since then...the scheme is seen by the policymakers as a huge success
and learnings are translated into new designs for new schemes.

THE END



WARM UP NEW

ZEALAND: HEAT SMART

Insulation Subsidies



Once upon a time... there was a beautiful country called New Zealand,which
had very cold, damp houses.

Every day...Kiwis shivered and froze, but they just told each other to stop being a
sissy and put on another jumper.

But, one day...the new right-wing Government decided it needed to show it
wasn't uncaring and evil and created a programme called Warm Up New Zealand.
It was meant to insulate a quarter of the housing stock, create many jobs and a
new market, and reduce energy use, energy bills and CO2.

Because of that...the Energy Efficiency and Conservation Authority set about
tendering for the best contractors in the country to fulfil this lofty goal.

But then...they realised that people weren't that interested in insulation, they
rather spent their money on a new kitchen and kept putting on those jumpers!

Because of that... they concentrated on using Third Party Providers and other
community groups to ensure that at least the most needy and vulnerable people
got free insulation and clean heating installed.

So, finally... they did an evaluation of the programme and found that the real
benefits - $5 for every $1 spent, lay in the health improvements, not a new market
or energy savings or lower bills.

And, ever since then...The other Kiwis also slowly realised that being warm
and cozy in your home was maybe just as important as having a new kitchen.

THE END.



Using stories to tell the way
different models of
understanding behaviour would
be 'felt' by the end user the
intervention is designed for





DSM Retrofitting Recommendations

1.   FOCUS ON THE SOCIAL SIDE.

2.   IT'S NOT JUST WHAT WE BUY, IT'S WHAT WE DO.

3.   CHANGE LIFESTYLES NOT LIGHTBULBS.

4.   THINK OF THE BENEFITS FOR THE END USER AS WELL.

5.   FOCUS YOUR MESSAGING, USE TRUSTED INTERMEDIARIES.

6.   PAY THE SUBSIDY UPFRONT AND DON'T ASK FOR TOO MUCH

      UPFRONT INFORMATION FROM END USERS.

7.   USE A TOOLBOX OF INTERVENTIONS AND GO BEYOND kWh

      TARGETS.

8.   DON'T BOX PEOPLE IN TOO MUCH.

9.   BENCHMARK YOUR HEART OUT, MEASURE, NOT MODEL

10. LEARN FROM THE UNWILLING.





TRANSPORT

Picture by Leantricity (2013) for Dutch Spitsmijden case study





New Zealand's ACTIVE A2B Mode Switching Programme

Cartoon by Leantricity (2013)



Once upon a time... there was the 'coolest little capital in the world' called
Wellington. One of the things that wasn't so cool about Wellington was the
traffic.

Every day...there were a lot of people driving their cars to the city for commuting
- on their own and all at the same time of day.

But, one day...in 2010, the Greater Wellington Regional Council and a bunch of
partners came up with the great idea to start a mode-switching programme that
focused on getting a specific target group of people to walk or cycle more instead
of drive to work.

Because of that...they started competitions, goal setting, motivational groups
and used a whole big toolbox of different models and theories of change in order
to get the best results.

But then...they realised that people weren't very interested in being super
sporty, or reduce CO2 if the tradeoff was feeling inconvenienced.

Until, finally...they came at it with a health and wellbeing angle, and talking
about what 'normal' people could achieve, rather than boasting about cycling
50km a day clad in lurid lycra.

And, ever since then...it was shown that the target group of people indeed
took the programme lessons to heart and they walked and cycled 20% more than
they did before. However, the big issue remaining is still that the coolest little
capital needs better public transport and cycleways before this becomes the real
social norm.

THE END.



The Dutch Eco-Driving Programme HET NIEUWE RIJDEN

Cartoon by Leantricity (2013)



Once upon a time... in a country full of speedsters called The Netherlands,
where eco-driving was a practice for organic, musli-eating hippies. 'If there's even
the slightest bit of testosterone in your blood, you'll make your engine roar'
they'd say.

Every day... these proud Dutchmen would waste a ton of fuel so as to feel their
freedom and protect their status as the alpha male in the concrete jungle.

But, one day... the government decided to start an eco-driving campaign which
showed that you can be a tough guy even when driving economically. The Dukes
of Hazard were used in ads, and the driving school curriculum was changed so
young drivers learnt the new way of driving. They also promoted feedback
systems and tire pressure controls.

Because of that... almost 4Mt CO2 emissions were avoided between 2000-09.
69% of all drivers in The Netherlands used one or more principles of eco-driving
in 2009, and 84% were familiar with the concept. The campaign was a roaring
success.

But then...due to a change in government after 2008, which cut budgets and
changed Dutch policy (including increasing the speed limit from 120 to 130 km/h
which sent a very confusing message to drivers!), this great programme faltered.

But still... eco-driving is now embedded in the Dutch society. The
implementation on different levels, such as the integration of the techniques in
driving schools and the support of automotive organisations were a key factor of
this change in social norm.

And, ever since then... you can be a tough guy whilst driving economically.
And - it will save money and lives too. The end.



DSM transport recommendations

1.    DON'T TAKE AWAY THEIR WHEELS.

2.    CARS REFLECT LIFESTYLES.

3.    YOU NEED MORE THAN ONE TOOL TO FIX A CAR (or its driver).

4.    TRUST IS EVERYTHING.

5.    PRE-SCOPE AND TRAIN, VISUALISE THE GAP BETWEEN ACTUAL AND

       GOAL BEHAVIOUR.

6.    BE SMART, DRIVE SMART.

7.    A NEW CAR/LICENCE IS A GREAT PLACE TO START CHANGING.

8.    IT'S ABOUT MUCH MORE THAN JUST THE CAR.

9.    YOU'RE NEVER ALONE WHEN YOU'RE DRIVING.

10.  RISK MESSAGES CAN BE RISKY.

11.  MONEY AIN'T EVERYTHING.





SMART METERS/

FEEDBACK

Picture by Leantricity (2013) to illustrate smart
meter fears





Clever feedback design - THE ENERGY AWARE CLOCK
(SWEDEN)

 

Image from http://eye-like.fr/mag/static-project-design-technologie-comportements/



Once upon a time... There were nine families living in nine identical houses in
Ursvik - a small, small suburb in a very cold and dark country called Sweden.

Every day... The families wasted a lot of energy just going about their lives.

But, one day... The families were  asked if they would like to participate in an
experiment organised by a creative research institute. They would get something
called The Energy AWARE Clock and after three months researchers would
interview the families about their experience with the clock. The clock was no
ordinary clock. In fact, it was connected to the energy meter of the house and
measured the household's electricity use. It displayed this in inspiring circular
graphs so that the family could follow their own behavioural pattern on the level
of one minute, one day and one week.

Because of that... The families learned about how much electricity their
individual appliances used and reflected about what a kWh really is and started
to discuss energy use with their neighbours. During the first three weeks they
really learned a lot about their own household consumption.

But then... They didn't use the clock for learning anymore. Rather, the clock was
domesticised into the households and was subsequently used to check that
everything was normal and that no unnecessary electricity use was going on.
They clock became like a member of the family.

Because of that... The nine families in Ursvik got interested in energy use,
reduced their use of some appliances and increased their use of others.

And, ever since then... The Energy AWARE Clock was developed into a product,
which may now be bought off the shelf in the shop.
THE END.



          Going energy hunting - ENERGY NEIGHBOURHOODS 2
          (AUSTRIA) www.energiejagd.at



Once upon a time.... Households all over Europe were very energy inefficient.
Austria was slightly better than some other countries but people still liked to have
23C inside their flats when it was -20C outside.

Every day... Clever policymakers were trying to come up with new ways to make
people be more energy efficient.

But, one day... The Intelligent Energy Europe programme funded an 'Energy
Hunt' programme where neighbourhoods from 16 countries were pitted against
their City Council with the goal to save 9% energy each.

Because of that... 8 Austrian cities took part in this programme, with 35
neighbourhoods participating in the 'hunt'.

But then! They realised that it was quite difficult to get people to monitor their
own energy consumption, as this project was done without clever smart meter
technology. So they found the early adopters and made them into 'Energy
Masters' who were leading the other households in the competition and made
sure that they were monitoring their consumption.

So, finally... they showed that bringing people together in a group with a
common goal and a strong social learning component inspired them to save
quite a lot of energy - up to 26% in the winning household! 20 households saved
more than the 9% that was their bet against the city.

And, ever since then... some energy saving habits that were learned during the
competition are still embedded in the households as are some of the friendships
made during the hunt.

THE END.





DSM smart metering recommendations

1.    TIME ISN'T ALWAYS MONEY.

2.    TECHNOLOGY ISN'T EVERYTHING.

3.    MAKE SURE THERE IS CLEAR VALUE FOR THE CUSTOMER.

4.    AUTOMATONS DON'T TEACH AS WELL AS REAL PEOPLE.

5.    FIND AND CONVINCE THE 'LUDDITES' THAT YOUR TECHNOLOGY WILL

       WORK FOR THEM.

6.    THE HOME AND THE HOUSEHOLD DYNAMICS HOLD YOUR KEY.

7.     SOCIAL CUES ARE MORE POWERFUL THAN TECHNOLOGY.

8.    MY HOME IS MY CASTLE AND I KNOW WHAT I'M DOING.

9.    DON'T SELL IPHONES TO PEOPLE WITH NO POWER.

10.   FOCUS NOT ON INVIDIDUALS BUT THEIR PRACTICES.

11.   PARTICIPATION IS KEY.

12.   NO ONE LIKES WASTE.

13. TELL ME HOW I'M DOING COMPARED TO MY NEIGHBOURS.



SMALL TO MEDIUM

ENTERPRISES

Cartoon from Leantricity (2013) showing the
frustrations of dealing with short-sighted SME
Management in the Verdiem project (Spain)





The Swiss
Government's
EnAW
Programme

Image from www.enaw.ch



Once upon a time...the Kyoto protocol targets became relevant for
Switzerland. Everyone had to cut CO2- emissions which meant that Swiss
companies also had to make their contributions.

Every day...some SMEs do their best to not only work cost-effectively but
also energy efficiently. But not every SME has the knowledge, the
competencies and the will to make their business climate-friendly.

But, one day...this was exactly what the government wanted the Swiss
businesses to do.

Because of that...the government introduced a CO2-fee on combustibles
and gas.

But then... the Swiss Energy Agency of the Economy started additional
work to help SMEs become greener. And they made a deal with the
government to support these SMEs, who take voluntary actions of getting
energy- and CO2-efficient.

Because of that... there are now 2313 SMEs involved in the EnAW-
program, which sounds actually pretty good. However, this is not even 1%
of all SMEs and larger companies in Switzerland! But those few
participants reached the CO2-emissions-reduction goal of the government.

So, finally...the programme is a success in terms of CO2 and energy
reduction. But there are still 99% of all companies, who still have to be
motivated to follow the early adopters! The end.



FINNFJORD - the world's
most energy efficient
ferro-silicon smelter
(NORWAY)



Once upon a time...Finnfjord, a small, family-owned business far north of Norway's
Arctic Circle decided to become the world's first carbon neutral ferrosilicon plant.

Every day...its owners and clever staff pondered how to go about this immensely
difficult task.

But, one day...they found a clever way to make use of the plant's excess heat and
offgases, which would produce electricity for the company and vastly increase their
energy efficiency.

Because of that...they struck an agreement with the Norwegian government, that they
would receive a sizable grant which would help them implement their grandiose idea.

But then! They discovered that there were a lot of technical difficulties to overcome,
resulting in a year's delay of work and a significant budget overrun. Still, when it was
started, the new boilers immediately lowered demand by a very large amount, thus
proving the feasibility of the project.

Because of that...other, larger, multi-national companies are now making use of
Finnfjord's innovativeness to improve their own efficiency, but of course at much less risk.
This has unlocked significantly more funds from the government. However, it does not
seem fair from the forerunners' perspective, as Finnfjord took on most of the risk and
developed and trialled the technology in the first place.

So, ultimately...there was a clash between two Norwegian policies - one stimulating
increased energy efficiency, the other stimulating innovation.

But finally, the end result was very successful, with energy savings of up to 35% for an
upfront investment with a payback time of 7-8 years. Norway's ferrosilicon plants are fast
becoming the most environmentally friendly in the world, thanks to our small family
business with its big ideas (and some help by the government).

THE END.





DSM SME recommendations

1.    IT CAN'T ALL COME FROM THE TOP OR THE BOTTOM.

2.    BENCHMARK YOUR HEART OUT.

3.    IT'S ALL ABOUT THE PEOPLE.

4.    I WANT WHAT YOU WANT, SO LET'S DO IT.

5.    DON'T BE AFRAID TO LOSE THE NAY-SAYERS.

6.    NUDGING IS WHAT IT IS: A NUDGE, NOT A LIFE SAVER.

7.     SHOW WHO'S A LEADER.

8.    TAILORING IS ESSENTIAL.

9.    THEY LEAD - OTHERS FOLLOW.

10.  CONSULTANTS DON'T CARE AS MUCH ABOUT YOUR COMPANY

       AS YOUR STAFF DO.

11.  TRUST IS EVERYTHING.








